Introduction
At Delft University of Technology, we have worked more than a decade on biped robots following a paradigm that we have come to call Limit Cycle Walking. The research has led to inspiring natural walking motions and fairly simple robots, but it has also led to a series of new questions. Here, we would like to summarize the contributions and questions resulting from our research.
Starting point
Before describing our own contributions, it is helpful to summarize the state of the art at the time that we started to research bipedal walking robots. At that time (1996) , Honda had just revealed their P1 humanoid robot [7] , which greatly boosted biped research following the successful "ZMP"-approach [30] . A few years earlier, however, McGeer [18] [21] had also demonstrated successful walking motions with his Passive Dynamic Walking approach, and this became our starting point.
The great contribution of McGeer was that he proved the possibility of fully passive walking machines. His machines walked down a shallow slope which meant that only a tiny bit of potential energy was used each step to sustain the walking motion. His work was inspiring because of the extremely low energetic cost of walking (more on that in Section 3), and it was ingenious because of the inherent stability of the motion. McGeer regarded the walking motion as a limit cycle, i.e., a periodic motion of a non-linear system. He used Poincaré mapping [6] small perturbations on top of the periodic motion would naturally die away, thus indicating a stable limit cycle. He managed to design the hardware of his machines such that they were indeed passively stable. The passive stability was neat by itself, but its greatest benefit was that it removed the need for active control and therefore allowed McGeer to demonstrate purely passive and therefore convincingly efficient walking motions.
Although widely acknowledged, McGeer's work also raised a big question: his machines always required a downhill slope, walked only at a single velocity, and only in a fairly disturbance-free environment. Additionally, they were only capable of 2D walking motions and only 2D stability was considered. If actuation would be added to remove the need for a slope and to increase robustness and versatility, would the concept of "Passive Dynamic Walking" (which would no longer be passive) still hold any practical applicability? Although McGeer had already given various positive answers to this question with his simulation studies [22] , he had not provided experimental results, so the question remained unanswered. This question was the starting point for our research.
Adding actuation
Our first contribution was that we added actuation to the concept of Passive Dynamic Walking [37] . Our robot 'Mike' had the same topology as McGeer's final walking machine; two pairs of legs (one inner pair and one outer pair) interconnected through a hip joint, a knee joint in each leg, curved feet mounted rigidly on the lower legs, and each knee equipped with a hyperextension stop. We used McKibben actuators [29] [36] (also known as 'rubbertuators' [16] ) that could be switched between high and low CO 2 pressure (manually adjustable up to 0.55 [MPa] ).
At first, we tried to walk using flat feet and active ankle joints. We tried to generate a walking motion by running a cyclic muscle pattern at a pre-set frequency, and then adjusting the pattern and the frequency, hoping to find a stable walking frequency. We failed miserably. We learned the important lesson that not the controller should determine the rhythm, but the mechanics. We also learned that the foot switch that detects the heel strike event is an essential element for passivedynamics-based walkers. It allows the gait cycle to be reset at the end of every step, hence adapting to the natural walking frequency of the robot's mechanics.
Although it was later shown by Mombaur [23] that advanced optimization techniques actually do make it possible to generate stable locomotion using pre-set actuation patterns and frequencies, our approach with the foot switches turned out to be extremely simple and robust. Thanks to discussions with Ruina, an even stronger insight was formulated [35] : any 2D robotindependent of the control paradigm-will walk successfully if (1) the foot switch is used as trigger for the actuation, and (2) the swing leg is brought forward fast enough. Many successful 2D walking algorithms eventually come down to these two aspects. We have demonstrated this strategy in various robots in Delft [8] [26] [33] [35] and at Carnegie Mellon University [2] .
Although it was now simple for us to generate successful walking motions, all results so far were 2D. The natural follow-up question was whether 3D walking could be made stable using only these very simple actuation rules. Note that the 2D walkers such as the robot Mike did not use any other sensors than foot switches, and the question was whether that would remain possible when handling 3D motions.
3D walking based on passive dynamics
Our next contribution was the demonstration of 3D, level-floor passive-dynamics-based walking with our robot Denise [31] [32] . The work was done in close collaboration with Collins and Ruina of Cornell University [3] [5] and in collaboration with Tedrake of MIT [28] . The work appeared in Science [4] , featuring three robots all demonstrating the same message: that it is possible to build practical two-legged 3D walking machines using the ideas from Passive Dynamic Walking.
Although Denise was built around an interesting idea concerning a lean-to-steer coupling in the ankle joint [34] , probably more interesting are the strong discus- sions that we had during the writing process of the Science paper [4] . The first discussion pertained to the term "energy efficiency". This term, as defined in thermodynamics as; (useful energy output)/(energy input), is actually inappropriate for walking because the result is always zero for walking systems with constant velocity on a horizontal plane. The best alternative measure is the non-dimensional (weight-normalized) cost of transport, for which humans score 0.2, Asimo at the time approximately 3.2 (no real data is available), and our robots 0.2 [4] . However, one should be very careful with this measure, because it is velocity-dependent, and so it can only be used to compare robots walking at the same velocity. Later, Ruina decided that an easier measure is simply the total distance that a robot can walk without recharging [1] ; a measure that also accounts for reliability.
The second discussion pertained to the simplicity of the controllers of the robots, and this discussion has not yet been resolved. The control system for Denise was extremely simple; each heel strike event would be registered by a foot switch. The switch had the effect that the McKibben muscles in the hip would switch from high to low CO 2 pressure or vice versa, and at the same time the swing knee would be unlatched. There was no other control software, no other sensors. We argued that this simplicity has elegance and that it benefits robot designers, but we were unable to quantify the simplicity. Perhaps the "foot sensor bit rate" (which was one bit per step) could be used, but this cannot readily be compared to other robots. Also, it is not yet clear how or why exactly such simplicity is beneficial. Thus, this discussion remains unresolved.
The third, and most prominent discussion that resulted from our work with Denise, was the fact that this robot still required a fairly disturbance-free environment and walked only at one velocity in a (more or less) straight line. Although Denise and the other 3D passive-based robots were a great source of inspiration for the community, still the question of practical applicability remained. This was the motivation for our next research step.
Limit Cycle Walking
To gain more control possibilities, we abandoned the pneumatic actuation [36] in favor of Series Elastic Actuation [15] [24] for our next robot, Flame [12] [13], see Fig. 2 . Aiming to use this robot to improve robustness against disturbances, we contributed a new measure to quantify this. Actually, there was a strong discussion about the word "robustness" because in control engineering this word is reserved for the ability to withstand parameter changes, whereas we were looking for the ability to withstand large disturbances. Eventually, we settled on "disturbance rejection". McGeer's original approach, using eigenvalues of the Poincaré Map, was not usable, because it only indicates the decay rate of small errors, without any apparent relation to the capability to reject large disturbances. We considered analyzing the "basin of attraction" [27] , i.e., the collection of all possible states in state space that would still lead to convergence back to the limit cycle. This raised two problems: first, the calculations become intractable for robot models with more than a few degrees of freedom, and second, there is no direct relation between actual disturbances and displacements in state space. Eventually, the problem was solved with our introduction of the "Gait Sensitivity Norm" [9] , an extension of the Poincaré stability approach. It is a linearized method which is very fast to calculate, and we proved that the results correlate very well with the real (not linearized) disturbance rejection results [9] .
The implementation of Series Elastic Actuators on all the joints led to a discussion that the phrase "passive dynamics" really did not cover the work very well anymore. We introduced "Limit Cycle Walking" [10] [11] as a replacement term, capturing the essential analysis tool that we used. We want to indicate with this term that stable walking is possible without the overly restrictive requirement that the system is stable at every instant in time. In other words, each step can be an unstable forward fall, but the walking motion as a whole can still be a stable repetition of steps.
While working on Flame, we discovered a problem that we have not been able to solve yet. The problem is that our robots are impossible to simulate because small effects, such as (a bit extra) joint friction, affect the entire walking motion. In most other robot control approaches, small unmodelable disturbance forces such as joint friction are immediately compensated by local joint controllers. If the friction is higher than expected, the servomotor supplies more torque, and the predefined trajectory is still neatly being followed. In our approach, however, we specifically choose not to use local joint controllers and predefined trajectories, but instead let the motion 'emerge' from the mechanics of the system. As a result, the difficulty of modeling friction forces spreads, making the entire walking motion difficult to model. We have been able to let Flame (and all our other machines) walk stably using controllers that were tuned on the robots. We have also been able to let highly detailed simulation models walk stably, but not with the same controller parameters, and never resulting in exactly the same walking motion as with the corresponding robot prototype. One of our challenges is now to find a way to remove the unpredictability of the natural dynamics while retaining the benefits of low energy use.
Flame walked well, handling floor irregularities of 8 [mm], using 2D stabilization algorithms and on top of that an algorithm for sideways foot placement [12] . However, the fact that fore-aft stability and sideways stability were treated as separate problems, was an unsatisfying solution. Although it was sufficient for Flame which had only limited sideways actuation capabilities, we needed a more comprehensive approach. This led to our next development.
Capture Point
Our final contribution (as of January 2012) is the connection with Jerry Pratt, and his insight that foot placement is the key driver to walking success. We helped formulate the "capture point" approach [17] . The capture point is the point on the floor that the robot should place its foot at to come to a complete stop. For experiments, we built the robot TUlip [13] (Fig. 2) , simultaneously with Pratt's efforts to build M2V2 [25] . TUlip is meant to show much more versatility than our previous robots, on one hand due to the increased number of degrees of freedom (6 for each leg), on the other hand due to the new capture point approach. The improvement of this approach with respect to Limit Cycle Walking is the fact that any disturbance and any desired walking behavior can be implemented using capture points.
Interestingly, the capture point approach uses the same core concept as most trajectory controlled robots, namely the relation between the center of pressure (or ZMP) and the center of mass, but it uses it in the complete opposite manner. The trajectory control approach is to first define desired step locations (which also defines desired center of pressure locations), and then find the pertaining trajectory for the center of mass. In the capture point approach, the process is reversed; first the current (potentially greatly disturbed) center of mass motion is analyzed, and then the next step location is determined. This results in greatly responsive robots, as is also seen in the 4-legged BigDog robot by Boston Dynamics Inc., which uses the same ideas. Also, the approach respects the natural dynamics of the center of mass, thereby providing the potential to result in low energetic cost for walking, although we have not yet connected this approach with the idea of passive swing leg motions.
The current status of our research is one of slight confusion. It is difficult to make TUlip behave successfully. We have had similar problems with previous robots, and we have heard similar stories from colleagues worldwide. All seem to run into the same problem: actuator limitations (such as saturation or bandwidth limitations).
At the same time, it appears that all robots that do show highly successful walking motions, have benefitted from incredibly good engineering work (at high cost) and very good components. These observations suggest that the success of a biped robot depends more on the engineering qualities than on the scientific approach of the developers. For us, it is now unsure whether actuator limitations are really the main bottleneck for further progress, or whether there is still a fundamental control theoretic problem undiscovered and unsolved. As Ruina puts it: The biggest problem in bipedal locomotion right now is to even know what the biggest problems are. In other words, what is the problem? What is keeping us from building walking machines with human-like stability, versatility, and cost effectiveness? Thus, there still lies an interesting path of discovery before us!
